Oracle Project Portfolio Management
Consulting Services

Overview

Our Expertise

The contemporary work environment has experienced the rising demands of
customers, partner, and key stakeholders, requiring project-oriented companies
to become more proficient in the project and financial management of their
portfolios.
Conventional project management typically encompassed unfledged project
management methods, managing offhand projects through unconnected project
management applications, and little to no integration with back-office systems like
financial, and procurement. Key business drivers that necessitate the need for an
effective project management application include:
• lacking an all-in-one, transparent solution that encourages collaboration.
• the ability to coordinate global projects across multiple geographic locations.
• the agility to make informed decisions via real-time analytics and performance
reporting.
• the need for mobility and social interaction across portfolios and projects.
• the need for integration with financial, procurement, and other back-office
systems to connect projects with strategies and deliver to exceed business
objectives.

Demystifying the PPM Paradigm
We harness the power of Oracle’s interchangeable Cloud PPM suite to unify project
and financial management processes throughout the entire project lifecycle. This
enables companies to execute without the affliction of overhead costs and effort
related to hardware and software management and maintenance.
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Fusion PPM road map & assessment
Strategic Consulting
End-to-end Implementation
Oracle E-Business Suite Integration
Application Maintenance
Enhancements & Customizations
Support (during off-hours and
weekends)
Migration and Re-engineering
PPM Application Development
Mobile Development & Enablement
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Project Costing
Project Billing
Project Contracts
Project Control
Project Performance Reporting
Project Integration Gateway
Project & Task Management
Resource Management
Fusion Tap for PPM (iOS application)
Collaborative Planning &
Communication

Features & Benefits
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Make smarter business decisions based on a single source of project truth
Multi-faceted and integrated Project Financial Management
Seamless integration with Microsoft Projects, Excel, and Office365
Real-time analytics and reporting
Increased mobility and social engagement
Manage global projects and portfolios from any location
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